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Math 467: Modern Geometry

This capstone course for future secondary mathematics teachers
covers Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry, from a historical
perspective.

Problem: Models for the non-Euclidean Plane.

Beltrami

Not conformal (angles)

Poincaré

Lines not straight

In both models, the length is weird, as lines are evidently finite.
Neither is intuitive, even for the instructor.
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More 467 & 367

Problem Solution? Physical models.

My wife was teaching 367 (geometry for primary teach-
ers). She had the students cut out heptagons and tape
them together along their edges.

Problem: Too much cutting and curvature!

Tried something else, but too much cutting:

Googled a solution....
Found a model designed by D.
Henderson in Cabinet Magazine.

Wasn’t completely satisfactory.
Designed my own.
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The Hyperbolic Football

After these lessons, designed templates (programmed in postscript)
and created assembly instructions and a handout.

Hyperbolic Soccer Ball
Frank Sottile

Constructing and studying the hyperbolic soccer ball is an enjoyable activity resulting in a beau-
tiful model which can be used to investigate the hyperbolic plane and non-Euclidean geometry.

Constructing the Hyperbolic Soccer Ball. These instructions construct the rightmost model above.

Materials:
• Printed templates. One: One or two:
• Scissors and Tape.

Directions: Carefully cut out all polygons along the dotted lines. Save the central hexagon in the first template,
cutting a path to it. Tape a black heptagon edge-to-edge to the six hexagons in the hole, taping on the unprinted
side. Place pieces of the tape across (not along) the edges, using two pieces for each edge, and taking care to not

put tape over a vertex. When taping a second edge at a vertex, the model must be opened a bit (below left), and
it will not lie flat. Tape the central hexagon into the gap which is left (below center). Tape two black heptagons

into the indentations along a side and then the W-shaped strip of hexagons from the second template to them
(above right). This gives three heptagons surrounding a central hexagon, surrounded by 15 hexagons with one
more breaking the symmetry. Tape the remaining five heptagons to complete this model (top right).

Investigate Non-Euclidean Geometry.
Materials: Pencil and a 3”× 5” index card that will function as a straightedge.

Draw a line: With unprinted side up, flatten two adjacent polygons and draw a line segment. Extend this segment
across model with straightedge (card) to a line ℓ. Grasp the model with both hands (index fingers on the lines),
pull taught, and sight down the line to verify that it is straight.

Used this several times in class. Remark from graduating senior:

“My education ended as it began, with scissors, paper, and tape.”
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Non-Euclidean Geometry

While the model is beautiful, the mathematics is more so.

I designed an activity using the real estate on the back to show:

• Every two points determine a line.

• Lines may be extended.

• Lines with a common perpendicular are parallel.

• Playfair’s axiom fails. =⇒

(Aficionados should note
the Lambert quadrilateral.)
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There is more: Triangles

The angle sum of triangles is
evidently not 180◦, with bigger
triangles having smaller angle sums.

Students investigate, using an
analog measure of angle sum,
and # internal vertices as a
proxy for area.
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The plot is interesting.
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As a Math Circle....

◮ In a class, the whole activity takes 75 minutes. It is better if
students cut their templates before class.

◮ Nearly perfect for a 1.5-2 hour Math circle—there are many
off-ramps. (ages 12 and up, boys have dexterity problems.)

◮ I’ve done this eight times in a class, other faculty borrow it, and I
have used it in 23 circles in the US, Canada, and Nigeria.

◮ Other circle topics work in a class.

I have some materials,
several designs, detailed
of instructions, and activity
description on my website.

University of Ilorin, 2012.
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